
The Parliament of Australia 

Dear Senator / Minister 

RE: Border Force and Australian Federal Police Corruption 
Operation Collage/ Bergonia 

11-12-16

This is an enquiry into ongoing corruption and as to why Government has failed in its duty and 
obligation to act against systemic and incessant corruption of Australian Federal Police (AFP) and 
Australian Border Force (ABF), formerly known as Australian Customs and Border Protection 
Service (ACBPS). This inaction is despite the Australian Commission of Law Enforcement 
Integrity (ACLEI) being given undisputable proof of corruption, misconduct and perversion of 
justice by officers involved in Operation Collage/Bergonia. The ACLEI investigation into this 
corruption has gone on for over four years and has translated to ZERO. 

Not one AFP agent involved has been reprimanded in any way, they have in fact instead been 
promoted. One ACBPS/ABF officer was charged and summonsed to court out of the many caught 
with stolen evidence. None have done any gaol time or seen a court room and like the officers 
involved from the AFP have also been promoted. The 20 Customs agents that were present at 
Scarborough Marina on the 12th October 2010 are still hidden by Border Force. The Neil Mercer 
story in the Sydney Morning Herald on the 23 rd March 2015 titled "Customs Hid Details of Officer 
Snorting Cocaine after Drug Bust" only touches on the corruption. Please see drop box on twitter: 
simonxgolding for original letters of request, evidence and links. 

This is how corrupt officers entrusted to protect this country are culturally protected and even 
promoted when they steal drugs for their own profit and greed. They are simply put back into their 
jobs when they should clearly be held to a much higher accountability. Who is worse and more 
dangerous between someone who is accused/charged of importing drugs or someone who is a 
bonded officer of the law, sworn to protect and uphold the law and steals drugs for personal gain, 
then hides and constantly tailors evidence to suit them. 

AFP were so blatant in stealing evidence, that they put stolen bags into the very same cars as the 
accused. This is why AFP agents Burgess and Read made no mention of returning to the marina in 
their copy/pasted statements which start at 12 midday when they commenced work at 4am on the 
12th October 2010. The AFP and Customs agents were not only content with breaching search 
warrants and stealing drugs at the yacht. They also were keen to get their own personal gains, that 
they stole from the car a few kilometres away where they surveilled two persons carry two bags and 
placed them in a car. Only for one bag to be found after six searches on the first day. Then, two 
forensic teams go over the car for a further two days and still no 2nd bag was found. AFP state that 
no one ever saw the $5 Million dollars worth of cocaine on the back seat of the car in those three 
days. It was stolen by AFP agents and then replaced with drugs from another seizure. It was planted 
3 days after arrests. 

Almost every AFP agent involved lied under oath about the bags in the car because they know it 
was stolen from the back seat by AFP. Here are some transcript of those who did not lie. 
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